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Abstract

Ubiquitous motion blur easily fails multi-frame super-

resolution (MFSR). Our method proposed in this paper

tackles this issue by optimally searching least blurred pixels

in MFSR. An EM framework is proposed to guide residual

blur estimation and high-resolution image reconstruction.

To suppress noise, we employ a family of sparse penalties as

natural image priors, along with an effective solver. Theo-

retical analysis is performed on how and when our method

works. The relationship between estimation errors of mo-

tion blur and the quality of input images is discussed. Our

method produces sharp and higher-resolution results given

input of challenging low-resolution noisy and blurred se-

quences.

1. Introduction

Multi-frame super-resolution (MFSR) refers to the pro-

cess of estimating a high-res image from a sequence of low-

res observations. It is a fundamental task in computer vision

and image processing. It is also of great value in reveal-

ing important information, such as text or fine details, from

low-quality surveillance or mobile phone videos.

Most previous MFSR methods made assumptions on

noise and point spread function (PSF), and may not handle

well images under severe quality degradation. One impor-

tant type of degradation is motion blur caused by camera

shake or fast object motion especially in dim light. When

the region of interest (ROI), e.g., text and logo, is with a

small size, even slight motion blur can be sufficiently influ-

ential. An example is shown in Fig. 1.

Albeit common in videos, motion blur has not been suf-

ficiently discussed for MFSR in literatures. Straightfor-

ward preprocessing of each input image using existing sin-

gle/multiple image deblurring techniques [19, 14, 6, 7, 32,

30] could introduce visual artifacts (Fig. 1(a)) and/or yield

incomplete blur removal (Fig. 1(b)). Further, the low reso-

lution of input images makes blind deconvolution [5, 28, 30]

hardly find enough strong edges for its kernel estimation, as

Figure 1. Multi-frame super-resolution (SR) results on a real video

sequence. Green box: Input frames (150 × 120) directly cropped

from a video captured by an iPhone. Three clearest frames are

shown. Motion blur and compression artifacts are present. (a)

Result of single image deblurring [30]. (b) Result of video de-

blurring [7]. (c) Result of video upsampling [19]. (d) MFSR re-

sult [16]. (e) Our result (×3).

illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Therefore, image deblurring strate-

gies do not directly suit MFSR.

In addition, state-of-the-art MFSR methods [26, 16]

model blurriness for anti-aliasing, but not the inherent mo-

tion blur. Most SR methods, either single- or multiple-

image ones, also assume that the underlying blur kernel is

known, or has a simple analytic form, which is hardly sat-

isfied in real-world cases. In Fig. 1(d), when motion blur

is not well handled, the result is accordingly blurred, and

contains false edges near the leaf.

To deal with motion blur, another intuitive option is to

run MFSR only on manually selected ‘clear’ frames. We

produce the result in Fig. 1(d) where false edges still exist

because there is no completely motion-blur-free frame in

the sequence.

Our solution Our technical contribution is threefold. First,

we propose a system to estimate motion blur and the high-

res image with quality feedback and control. Second, based

on the observation that in typical motion blurred videos, the
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same region is not equally blurred across frames, a tempo-

ral region selection scheme is devised to select informative

structure from each frame. These regions are modeled us-

ing latent variables and are effectively solved for in an EM

framework. Third, to suppress noise, we pursue spatial s-

parsity based on a family of penalties, along with an effec-

tive solver. Experiments show that our method yields not

only reasonable blur estimate, but also visually more com-

pelling restoration results on challenging sequences that

cannot be well handled in previous work (Fig. 1(e)).

On the theory side, based on the Cramer-Rao lower

bound [12], we provide understanding on the relationship

between the restoration error and motion blur. The encour-

aging conclusion is that more images, even degraded by

blur, could induce better SR results.

2. Related Work

Single/Multi-frame SR Single-frame SR aims to recover a

high-res image from one low-res input. Extensive research

has been done. Most methods focused on developing im-

age priors [19, 25]. Recently, Efrat et al. [8] demonstrated

the importance of estimating anti-aliasing kernels. Michaeli

and Irani [17] proposed estimating the optimal convolution

kernel using internal statistics of natural images [33].

Multi-frame SR was also studied [18] since the seminal

work of Tsai and Huang [27]. Early registration [11] and

image priors [9] were adopted. The parameters of convolu-

tion and registration are either assumed known or in para-

metric forms, which is simplistic for many natural videos.

For generalization and with advanced strategies, Take-

da et al. [26] used 3D kernel regression to avoid explicit

motion estimation. Liu and Sun [16] proposed a Bayesian

approach via jointly estimating optical flow, blur kernel,

noise, and latent high-res frames. Sunkavalli et al. [22]

generated a single high-quality image from a video clip in

an importance-based framework that weights the contribu-

tion of each pixel. Several hand-crafted weights were pro-

posed. These methods do not consider the influence of mo-

tion blur. Zhang et al. [31] jointly performed image align-

ment, deblurring and SR via an assumption of projective

motion path.

Single/Multi-image deblurring In single image blind de-

convolution, several methods [5, 28, 30] employed predic-

tion of sharp edges in early stages of kernel estimation.

Tai et al. [24] discussed the influence of noise in blur esti-

mation, and deblurred noisy images in a synergistic manner.

Cho et al. [6] developed a probabilistic approach to handle

outliers (e.g., saturated pixels) in single-image deconvolu-

tion. A pixel-wise latent binary mask was constructed and

distributed according to a spatially independent prior. We

in this paper consider a temporally relative sharpness prior

for selecting clear regions.

In multi-image deblurring, Zhu et al. [32] refined the

rough PSF estimate. Tai et al. [23] deblurred high-res

videos at a low frame rate with the help of simultaneous-

ly captured low-res videos at a high frame rate. Cho et

al. [4] proposed a blind deconvolution algorithm, which

transforms the PSF estimation problem into image regis-

tration. Cai et al. [3] introduced curvelet decomposition for

kernels to increase robustness in blurry image alignment.

Li et al. [13] designed a camera system to simultaneously

capture two aligned images with known kernel relationship

to help its estimation.

Based on videos, Li et al. [14] estimated a sharp

panoramic image from motion-blurred frames. The blur k-

ernels are determined from the parameterized homography.

Our work takes as input a set of low-res degraded frames

for super-resolution in a non-parametric manner.

For video deblurring, Cho et al. [7] replaced blurry re-

gions by sharp ones in nearby frames. We deal with more

challenging sequences that no clear frame exists. Instead of

estimating affine blur for patch matching between blurred

and sharp regions, our method is a reconstruction-based ap-

proach with newly estimated kernels in iterations.

3. SR Model

We first briefly describe the model. Given a set of low

resolution images Ω = {IL−N , · · · , I
L
0 , · · · , I

L
N}, multi-

frame SR aims to estimate a high-res image I corresponding

to IL0 . We follow the expression of [9] and write

ILi = SKiF0→iI + n where i = −N, · · · , N . (1)

Here, I is a vector representing the latent high-res image.

F = {F0→−N , · · · , F0→0, · · · , F0→N} is a set of warping

matrices corresponding to the motion from I to every oth-

er frame. Matrices S and Ki correspond to down-sampling

and filtering operations. With motion blur, we denote each

Ki as Ki = KaKbi , where Ka is the anti-aliasing convolu-

tion and Kbi is the motion blur kernel. n is the noise.

The latent variables can be estimated in the MAP frame-

work [16] as

{I,K, F} = argmax
I,K,F

P (I,K, F |Ω)

= argmax
I,K,F

P (I)P (K)P (F )P (Ω|I,K, F ).

(2)

To robustly handle degenerated low-res inputs in the pres-

ence of motion blur, the key of our approach is to introduce

a binary latent variable Z = {Z−N , · · · , Z0, · · · , ZN} to

classify each pixel in each input image as either useful

(Z = 1) or useless (Z = 0). The rationale is to exclude

pixels that are largely blurred compared to other temporal-

ly corresponding ones. We will show in experiments that
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Figure 2. Illustration of the sharpness prior. (a) One synthetic input image with its blur kernel at the top-left corner. (b) Visualization of

the local sharpness measure (Eq. (8)) for the image in (a). (c) Histogram of the local sharpness values for the pixels in the same location

across all frames, and its corresponding cumulative distribution.

these blurred edges could mislead kernel estimation in MF-

SR, while a suitable temporal selection process of clear pix-

els can form sharp structures beneficial to kernel estimation.

Similar observations have also been presented in single

image deblurring that sharp edges are of vital importance

to reliable kernel estimation [30]. In addition, outliers such

as saturated pixels are also classified as useless since they

often violate the image formation model. Following [6], we

write Eq. (2) as

{I,K, F} =

argmax
I,K,F

P (I)

N
∏

i=−N

[P (Ki)P (F0→i)
∑

Zi

P (ILi , Zi|I,K, F )].

(3)

We will show in Sec. 4.3 that with a suitably guided iterative

scheme, a simple Gaussian regularizer is enough to estimate

kernel, expressed as

P (Ki) ∝ exp{−ξ ‖Ki‖
2
F }. (4)

The motion prior P (F0→i) adopts the classical optical flow

regularizer [16, 21]:

P (F0→i) ∝ exp{−ψ‖∇F0→i‖1}. (5)

Given spatially independent noise, we perform pixel-wise

decomposition:

P (ILi , Zi|I,K, F ) =
∏

p
P (ILi,p, Zi,p|I,K, F ).

=
∏

p
P (ILi,p|Zi,p, I,K, F )P (Zi,p|I,K, F ).

(6)

Here, p indexes pixels. The reconstruction error is modeled

by a Laplacian distribution [16] for those informative pixels.

The rest, without preference, is just set as uniform [6]:

P (ILi,p|Zi,p, I,K, F ) ∝

{

exp{−λ |Di,p|} if Zi,p = 1
1 otherwise

(7)

Here we define the errorDi = SKiF0→iI−ILi for notation

simplification.

3.1. Temporal Relative Sharpness Prior

To exclude pixels that are severely blurred, we introduce

a new prior P (Zi,p|I,K, F ) in Eq. (6). This is based on

the observation that corresponding regions are not always

similarly blurred across frames. Edges might be preserved

or eliminated depending on whether they are along the blur

direction or not, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2(a).

All pixel values are normalized to [0, 1]. To measure the

sharpness of each pixel in image ILi relative to ILj (j 6= i),
we first register frames. This is done via estimating homog-

raphy matrices using RANSAC with a combination of SUR-

F [1] and KLT [20] features, followed by a TV-L1 optical

flow estimation [2, 21]. This scheme is robust against small

or median blur. Let Ji be the i-th registered image, and Ji,p
denote its p-th pixel. We adopt the simple normalized local

sum of gradient magnitudes to measure the sharpness as

Vi,p =

∑

q∈N (p) ‖∇Ji,q‖1
∑N

j=−N

∑

q∈N (p) ‖∇Jj,q‖1 + ε
, (8)

where N (p) is the set of spatially neighboring pixels of

p. Here, the numerator is the local sum of gradient mag-
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Figure 3. Intermediate latent masks. (a) and (c) are two of the input

frames as in Fig. 1. (b) and (d) are the corresponding intermediate

latent masks. (e) and (f) are close-ups of (a) and (c) respectively.

The masks identify relatively sharp regions.

nitudes, and the denominator is to normalize values across

all frames at the same pixel position. Eq. (8) yields a large

value when there are sharp edges around pixel p, as shown

in Fig. 2(b).

To exclude pixels with small Vi,p relative to other Vj,p
for j 6= i, during MFSR, we treat the sharpness values as

random variables in [0, 1]. We investigate the empirical dis-

tribution of these sharpness values at a specific location p
across all frames, as exemplified in the bottom-right figure

of Fig. 2(c).

Then we denote the corresponding cumulative distri-

bution function as Wp(x) (x ∈ [0, 1]), and let Wi,p =
Wp(Vi,p) (bottom-left of Fig. 2(c)). A small Wi,p indicates

that pixel p in frame i is not as clear as the same pixel in

many other frames. It suggests a small chance that pixel p
is informative in SR. Hence we define the prior to follow a

conditional Bernoulli distribution as

P (Zi,p=1|I,K, F )∝

{

exp{−γ/Wi,p} if SKiF0→iI ∈ [0, 1]
0 otherwise

(9)

If SKiF0→iI ∈ [0, 1], the probability is proportional to

its relative sharpness. In this case, we define P (Zi,p =
0|I,K, F ) ∝ exp{−γβ} for normalization, where β > 0,

and γ is a weighting parameter. If SKiF0→iI /∈ [0, 1], the

pixel is out-of-range. Hence we do not consider it. We ex-

plain parameters γ and β in the next section, and show that

this prior leads to a temporal L0 sparsity based optimal se-

lection process.

Fig. 3 shows the intermediate latent masks generated in

our experiments. They cover relatively sharp regions. S-

mall regions and structures could be mistaken as rich details

due to noise in the input frames. We remedy this problem

through a family of sparse image priors.
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Figure 4. Effect of sparse image priors. (a) Plot of Eq. (12) in 1D.

(b) When δ = 1, Eq. (12) is a truncated L1 penalty. (c) When δ
gradually decreases to 1/8, L0 penalty is approximated and noise

is better suppressed.

3.2. Family of Sparse Image Priors

We employ a family of sparse image priors to keep use-

ful salient structures while suppressing noise. The penalty

functions are

− logP (I) ∝ η · φδ(∇I), (10)

where φδ(∇I) is defined as a sum over all single-pixel

penalties as

φδ(∇I) =
∑

p
ψ(∇Ip). (11)

ψ(∇Ip) is set as

ψ(∇Ip) =

{

‖∇Ip‖2/δ if ‖∇Ip‖2 < δ
1 otherwise

(12)

This is a family of piecewise functions that concatenate a

linear penalty with a constant, as shown in Fig. 4(a). As δ
goes from 1 to 0, the penalty varies from truncated L1 to

the most sparse L0 function. Fig. 4(c) shows as the penal-

ty gets sparser (by gradually decreasing δ) in later iterations

when solving for the high-res image, it effectively suppress-

es noise without attenuating salient edges. We show in the

supplementary file1 that this process is equivalent to spatial

L0 regularized image reconstruction.

4. Inference

With Eq. (3), we estimate F , I and K iteratively.

4.1. Motion Estimation

I and K are fixed in this step, the optical flow F can be

computed as F = argmaxF P (Ω|I,K, F )P (F ). In this

equation, the flow should be established upon the high-res

image I . However, it costs much computation. We instead

adopt a simple approximation of using interpolated classical

TV-L1 flow [2, 21, 15] on the low-res images. The simple

modification is 60 times faster and does not notably lower

result quality, as shown in Fig. 5.

1http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/leojia/projects/mfsr



Figure 5. Using TV-L1 based optical flow on the low-res grid

yields reasonable results. (a) One input frame with bicubic ×4.

(b) Results of using high-res flow [16]. (c) Results of using the

interpolated low-res TV-L1 flow [2].

4.2. Image Reconstruction

K and F are fixed in this step. Directly marginalizing

P (Ω, Z|I,K, F ) over Z is intractable due to the large num-

ber of possible states. We adopt the EM method. It iterates

between updating the expectation of logP (Ω, Z|I,K, F )
using the estimate of P (Z|I0,K, F,Ω) and I0, and revis-

ing the high-res image I0.

E step: This step computes the posterior distribution

P (Z|I0,K, F,Ω) given the estimate of I0 in the previous

iteration, and uses this posterior to update the expectation

of the complete-data log likelihood logP (Ω, Z|I,K, F ) as

Q(I|I0) =

EP (Z|I0,K,F,Ω)[logP (Ω|Z, I,K, F )+logP (Z|I,K, F )].

(13)

Substituting Eqs. (7) and (9) into Eq. (13), we get

Q(I |I0)=







−λ
N
∑

i=−N

∑

p

E[Zi,p] |Di,p| if (SKiF0→iI)p ∈ [0, 1]

−∞ otherwise

(14)

where E[Zi,p] = P (Zi,p = 1|I0,K, F,Ω) is derived as

E[Zi,p] =
exp{−λ |Di,p|} exp{−γ/Wi,p}

exp{−λ |Di,p|} exp{−γ/Wi,p}+ exp{−γβ}
(15)

when (SKiF0→iI
0)p ∈ [0, 1]. Otherwise, it is equal to 0.

M step: This step updates the estimate I0 to be the mini-

mum of the complete-data negative log posterior, i.e.,

I0 = argmin
I

N
∑

i=−N

λ
∥

∥

∥E[Zi](SKiF0→iI − ILi )
∥

∥

∥

1
+η ·φδ(∇I).

(16)

Due to the non-convex and non-differentiable regularizer,

our solution is based on the variable splitting scheme [29].

We rewrite the objective as

I0 = argmin
I,g

N
∑

i=−N

λ
∥

∥E[Zi](SKiF0→iI − ILi )
∥

∥

1

+ η(
1

δ
‖∇I − g‖2 + ‖g‖0).

(17)

The proof is provided in our supplementary file. For each

penalty obtained from a δ, we solve for image I via alterna-

tively updating I and g as follows.

Fix g and estimate I: We perform iterative reweighted

least squares (IRLS).

Fix I and solve for g: The optimal solution is:

g = ∇I ·max(sign(‖∇I‖2 − δ), 0), (18)

according to the shrinkage formula.

Discussion From the MAP point of view, intermediate se-

lection of pixels can be determined by

Zi,p = argmax
Zi,p

P (Ω|Zi,p, I
0,K, F )P (Zi,p|I

0,K, F ).

(19)

Through a few derivations, the solution can be written as

Zi,p =

{

0 if λ |Di,p|+ γ/Wi,p ≥ γβ or (SKiF0→iI
0)p /∈ [0, 1]

1 otherwise

(20)

Intuitively, Eq. (20) yields value 0 if the pixel is out of

range, the reconstruction error is too large, or the pixel does

not carry useful structure information. In another point of

view, Eq. (20) is actually the solution of the following L0

regularized problem:

Zi,p = argmin
Zi,p∈[0,1]

λ

γ

∥

∥

∥
Zi,p(SKiF0→iI − ILi )p

∥

∥

∥

1

+ β‖1− Zi,p‖0 + Z2
i,p/Wi,p.

(21)

Here Zi,p is relaxed to a real number in [0, 1]. This equa-

tion also explains the parameters γ and β. As β gets larger,

the number of frames to keep also increases due to the L0

term. In the extreme case when β = +∞, Zi,p ≡ 1, which

means all frames will be kept for each pixel. Thus β takes

the role of adjusting the number of frames to maintain. This

is important because we need a reasonable number of infor-

mative frames for reconstruction.

4.3. Guided Kernel Estimation

Once we have the image I obtained from the reconstruc-

tion step and optical flow field F , the blur kernel estimation

can then be refined. We estimate composition of the anti-

aliasing and motion kernels for each input low-res image

by solving the L2 regularized problem of

Ki = argmin
Ki

∥

∥SKiF0→iI − ILi
∥

∥

1
+ ξ ‖Ki‖

2
F . (22)



E[Zi,p] is not taken into consideration at this stage because

it is only used to estimate a high-res image I . This approx-

imation not only simplifies computation, but also has nu-

merical advantages. It can avoid trivial solutions especially

when one image contains many small E[Zi,p]. In experi-

ments, this approximation works well, as demonstrated in

Section 6.

We use IRLS to minimize Eq. (22). The gradient of the

linear system in each reweighting step w.r.t. Ki is given by

(AT
i S

TWSAi + ξId)Ki −AT
i S

TWILi , (23)

where W
∆
= diag([(SKiF0→iI − ILi )

2 + ε]−
1

2 ) is the

weight in each reweighting iteration. Ai is a matrix with

each row the vector form of image F0→iI , which corre-

sponds to one element of the filter Ki – that is, Ai satisfies

AiKi ≡ KiF0→iI .

Directly computing AT
i S

TWSAiKi is time consuming

due to the large size of I and Ki. To accelerate it, we use

F−1[F(Ai)F(STWSF−1(F(Ai)F(Ki)))] instead. Here,

F and F−1 are FFT and inverse FFT operations.

5. Analysis

We analyze in 1D the relationship between the restora-

tion error of high-res signals and motion blur kernels, as

well as the impact of motion blur estimation. Similar con-

clusion also applies to higher dimensions.

Suppose the latent high-res signal takes the form of

I(n) = A
NL

exp( i2πω0n
NH

) in one frequency component after

decomposition. HereNL andNH are lengths of the low-res

and latent high-res signals respectively. A is the complex

amplitude. The DFT of I(n) is Ĩ(ω) = MAδ(ω − ω0),
where M = NH/NL is the ratio of downsampling. We can

write DFT of the low-res signal as

J̃(ω) = FGĨ(ω) + Ẽ(ω), (24)

where F , G, and Ẽ(ω) are the DFT of the motion blur

kernel, anti-aliasing filter, and additive Gaussian noise re-

spectively. We assume G is Gaussian – that is, G(ω) =

e−ω2σ2

k/2 where σk is the standard deviation.

The negative log likelihood function for the input signal

can be written as

− logP (J̃ |A ) =
1

2σ2
n

∥

∥

∥
J̃(ω0)− FGA

∥

∥

∥

2

2
. (25)

With this equation, we derive the Fisher information matrix

for parameters θ = [Re{A}, Im{A}] as

Iθ =
F ∗FG2

σ2
n

[

1 0
0 1

]

, (26)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. Finally, the

Cramer-Rao bound for recovering signal A is formulated

as

var
(

Â
)

≥ I−1
θ (1, 1) + I−1

θ (2, 2) =
2σ2

n

F ∗F
eω

2σ2

k , (27)

where Â is the unbiased estimation of A. This bound indi-

cates that a small frequency component in the motion blur

kernel F causes a larger error of the corresponding frequen-

cy component in the high-res image estimate.
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Figure 6. Diversity of blur directions vs. result quality. The diver-

sity of directions is visualized by merging non-zero elements of

the blur kernels as shown above the curve.

We take for example the case of unidirectional blur,

which happens for videos when the region to magnify is

small. The magnitude of the kernel DFT is large only in

one direction. It attenuates quickly along the blur direction.

Hence, to get a stable estimate, it is desired that the direc-

tions span a large range. We randomly generate directional

kernels to synthesize 6 low-res sequences and estimate the

high-res image using our framework. Fig. 6 plots the result-

ing PSNR vs. diversity of blur directions. The more diverse

the blur directions are, the better results we get, consistent

with our analysis.

If A is fixed, the Cramer-Rao bound for motion blur F
can be derived as

var
(

F̂
)

≥
2σ2

n

A∗A
eω

2σ2

k . (28)

This indicates that the error of blur kernel estimation in-

creases if the image becomes more blurry (as σk increases).

Our framework to construct a less blurred high-res image is

thus beneficial to blur kernel estimation.

6. Experiments

We evaluated the proposed method on several sequences

captured by cameras. Our implementation is in MAT-

LAB on an Intel Core i5 PC with 8GB RAM. For ×4

super-resolution, it takes about 20 minutes to construct one

720× 480 image using 30 neighboring frames.

The parameters are set as follows. λ = 1 in Eq. (7).

ξ = 2 in Eq. (4). The patch-size for defining the sharpness

measure is fixed to 11 × 11. γ = 10 in Eq. (9). η = 0.2



Figure 7. More results and comparison (×3). (a) Four input frames from each sequence. (b) Results of multi-image deblurring [32]

followed by super-resolution [16]. (c) Results without sharpness mask (β = ∞). (d) Our results with the sharpness masks (β = 1.4).

Figure 8. More results and comparison (×3). (a) Four input frames

from a sequence. (b) Multi-shot image result [31]. (c) Our result.

in Eq. (10). ψ = 0.02 in Eq. (5). The number of EM

iterations is 2 and the number of outer iterations for image

reconstruction is 3. β starts at 1.4, and doubles itself in each

outer iteration. In each M-step, we decrease δ from 1/2 to

1/8 by a factor of 2 to gradually suppress noise.

Comparison with State-of-the-arts Fig. 7(b) and (d)

compare our results with those produced by multi-image de-

blurring [32] followed by multi-frame super-resolution (S-

R) [16]. Because this scheme estimates the low-res blur

kernels in a blind way, the resulting ringing artifacts are

magnified during the SR process [16]. Our method lever-

ages sharp structures in the sequence and produces clearer

Figure 9. Quantitative evaluation. (a)-(b) Sample intermediate k-

ernels and high-res images in different iterations. (c) PSNRs in

each iteration for different β.

(a) Selected input frames (b) Our results

Figure 10. Our method is robust to noise. (a) A few relative sharp

input frames. (b) Our results (×3).

results. Fig. 8 shows another comparison with the multi-

frame SR method of [31] that does consider motion blur.

More results are in our project website.

Effect of the Sharpness Mask Fig. 7(d) and (c) show the

results with/without using our latent sharpness masks. To



(a) Selected input frames (with zoom-in) (b) Our results

Figure 11. More natural video results. (a) Sample input frames. (b) Our results estimated using 31 low-res frames each.

quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of using the bina-

ry latent mask Z for selecting pixels, we synthesize a low-

res sequence with randomly generated unidirectional blur.

We show in Fig. 9 the intermediate high-res images at each

outer iteration and the estimated blur kernels. In (a), when

β = +∞ (without mask), the algorithm fails in estimating

sharp structures in early iterations. The resulting blurred

edges then mislead the kernel estimation. Fig. 9(b) shows

when β = 1.4 (with mask), the mask Z has the effect of

selecting sharp structures, which then benefit kernel esti-

mation. The PSNRs of the restored frames are listed in (c).

Influence of Input Quality Our method is also robust to

noise. We add Poisson noise to the sequences, as shown in

Fig. 10. The resulting text is still readable.

More Natural Video Results In most of our examples,

we focus on magnify text and signs because they are rich in

details and important to human. In Fig. 11 we show that our

method also generates reasonable results on general natural

sequences. Please visit the project website for more results.

7. Concluding Remarks

We have presented a system for handling motion blur in

MFSR and demonstrated a few results on challenging nat-

ural sequences. Our method is robust to both motion blur

and noise. Our model currently assumes that the motion

blur is uniform. It is easy to generalize our region selection

to non-uniform blur as in [10]. Our future work will be de-

veloping more priors for special applications, like text and

face MFSR.
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